
UNIVEREZITA KOMENSKÉHO Motor Games

INTRODUCTION

In the discipline of Motor Games, was intended to elaborate a work to 

obtain the credits of the second semester as Erasmus student in Faculty of

Physical Education and Sport.

This work consists of writing a little about Korfball, Motor Games in 

general and 10 exercises that can be applied to the Korfball. 

THE HISTORY OF KORFBALL.

Korfball's origins can be traced back to a Dutch schoolteacher, Nico 

Broekhuysen. Inspired by a game he had played during a summer course in 

Nääs, Sweden, Broekhuysen devised the game of korfball in Amsterdam (The 

Netherlands) in 1902. He called it korfball after the Dutch word for basket, 'korf.’

Originally the Dutch korfball association concentrated almost entirely on 

improving its own organisation and little attention was paid to the 

internationalisation of the sport. It was only after the formation of the 

International Korfball Federation in 1933 (comprising the Dutch and Belgian 

associations) that the further development of korfball came to be seriously

considered. Korfball was, however, demonstrated at the Olympic Games of 

1920 (Antwerp, Belgium) and 1928 (Amsterdam, The Netherlands).

In the first half of the century, the underlying philosophy of korfball often 

appeared to be too progressive: namely that korfball is played by both sexes on 

equal terms. But times have changed considerably. We approach the twenty-

first century in an era of greater parity between the sexes and, as the only

mixed team sport, korfball both satisfies and confirms this trend. Hence, it has

embarked upon a rapid expansion, taking korfball further into the Americas,

Eastern Europe and South East Asia.
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Korfball has developed during the twentieth century from an Amsterdam 

school activity into a truly international sport. Recent progress has been 

particularly remarkable. The growth in Central and Eastern Europe is

spectacular. Korfball in these countries is spreading rapidly and the overall level 

of korfball skills is improving dramatically. On the international level countries

like Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic have ceased to be marginal.

Korfball featured in the World Games (a multi-sport competition with

about 45 sports disciplines) from 1985 onwards. World Championships have 

been held since 1978. In 1991 Chinese Taipei became the first non-European 

country to win (bronze) World Championship medals and four years later the 

World Cup competition was for the first time held outside Europe, in India. 

By remaining true to its twin principles of coeducation and co-operation,

korfball is gradually establishing itself around the globe. The IKF is committed to 

this expansion.

WHAT IS KORFBALL? 

Korfball is a game for everyone. Men and women of all ages can play.

Korfball is played on every continent, with the exception of the Antarctic. 
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Korfball can be played indoors as well as outdoors. And you don't need 

expensive equipment to play the game. 

The first thing you need is a pitch (court), divided into two halves called 

zones. Add two korfball posts (3.5m, shorter for the young), two baskets, one 

ball and two teams of eight players: two men and two women of each team in 

each zone (attack and defence). With one referee the game is ready to start.

Korfball: the aim of the game. 

The game is fairly simple. You score when you throw the ball through the 

other team's basket. After two goals the teams change zones: the defenders 

become attackers and attackers defenders. At half-time the teams change 

ends.

As long as you keep its philosophy in mind, all rules turn out to be 

straightforward. What, then, is its philosophy?

First and foremost, korfball is a team sport. Individual class is essential

but there is no room for individual play. Belonging to a team means teamwork; 

running with the ball or dribbling is not allowed. If you receive the ball while 

running, stop and pass, preferably to a member of your team! 

Second, korfball is a mixed sport. Men and women play side by side.

But while women are equal in the tactics of the game, while playing it's man to

man only. One man may guard one man and one woman may guard one 

woman. So it's not two against one and a woman may not defend a man nor

may a man defend a woman. 

Third, korfball is a tactical game. Each team tries to win by scoring 

more goals using tactical skills of the team as a whole. The rules follow this

concept and prevent physical strength from dominating the game. That means

that physical contact is undesired. Blocking, tackling and holding your opponent 
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are not allowed in korfball. The same goes for kicking the ball or hitting it with 

your fists. Remember, skills are important, not muscles. And while we're at it,

keep your hands of the korfball post: scoring is difficult enough without

someone pushing the post. 

Now what else makes this game different? First, each team must have 

four women and four men. Single sex teams are not allowed. Second, it is not 

allowed to score when defended. That occurs when the defender is closer to the 

basket and is facing his/her opponent, and is at arm's length, and is attempting 

to block the ball. 

MOVEMENT GAMES ARE ABOUT: 

1. Having fun; 

2. Playing cooperative games/exercises; 

3. Understanding your kinesthetic (physical or body) awarenesses. 

These types of games are not about trying to make someone a loser

while you attempt to win at all costs. Even in our competitive games winning is 

not the primary goal. In competitive games you change a rule and you’re called 

a cheater. In cooperative games, like being in a good jazz group, change a rule 

and explore new territory of body, space and mind. A fun game can become 

even more enjoyable. This is the beauty of improvisation. Not all changes are 

totally successful. Creativity is about experimenting. Just like a scientist,

sometimes the experiment is a dud, but when come keep offering alternatives

there is much gold to be mined. There is truly no such thing as a mistake or

failure.

These types of games are based on you understanding your kinesthetic

strengths and areas on where you may want to work. To creating games and 
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exercises that cover these eight areas: balance, flexibility, dexterity, 

coordination, endurance, reflexes, strength and expressiveness.

WHY MOVEMENT GAMES. 

These are games of chance, games of strategy, games of physical skill,

academic games, board games, party games, and even funeral games! Our

emphasis is on games that involve movement. That is not to say that each 

game will have movement as its primary focus. For many of this games we will 

describe, movement is incorporated solely as a motivator. For other games, 

movement itself is the primary ingredient. No matter what role movement plays 

in a particular game, all of games offer the players an opportunity to move. 

By its very nature, movement is a powerful entity. It invites possibilities

not readily available through other means (e.g., reading, watching movies, 

listening to tapes). First of all, movement can be fun and thereby add to the 

enjoyment of games. Games are fun; movement games are doubly fun. Most

important, movement comes naturally to kids – which open an exciting 

possibility. Through movement games we can contribute to the development of

children and, at the same time, rest assured that they are enjoying themselves. 

Activities involving movement afford unique opportunities and 

experiences. Through movement, for example, children can increase their

potential for range and effectiveness of motion and for cardiovascular efficiency.

They can also release tension, gain self-understanding, test prowess, learn 

teamwork, and simply derive pleasure from movement experiences. Thus, while 

children are learning movement games, they are at the same improving 

themselves without realizing it. 

Although movement and movement games can be easily justified from

an academic standpoint, we also heed the more personal, emotionally

appealing aspects of movement games. For example, one pleasant recollection 

is the joy of watching a group of kindergartners truing to balance on the roller 

skates for the first time, their brows creased with eyes intent with excitement.

What fun it is to teach these little people, people to whom movement games are 

a world of entertainment as well as a learning experience. Or the cerebral
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palsied fifth grader who, after being self-absorbed for so long, was invited to 

play in a modified kickball game – and proved to be the star of he day. That 

single event provided an important breakthrough in this child’s self-confidence,

skill development, and willingness to develop friendships. It also served to 

remind us of the potential value of movement games. 

SOME PURPOSES OF MOVEMENT 

GAMES.

Games can be used to assist any child in reaching his or her maximum

cognitive, social, emotional, and physical potential. What justifies the use of

movement games is the unique contribution to each child’s development. 

Although there is no common agreement regarding the nature and priority of 

game purposes, the following list typifies expectations of many people as they 

design and use games. None of these goals need be selected at the exclusion

of another. 

Enhance Movement Skill Development;

Nurture Feelings of Self-Worth; 

Promote Physical Fitness; 

Foster Enjoyment and Satisfaction; 

Invite Use of Cognitive Skills; 

Encourage a Sense of Community. 
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EXERCISES FOR KORFBALL. 

These games can be applied as pré-sport game or as warn-up exercises.

 EXERCISE 1: 

SPACE: Basketball field. 

MATERIAL: 1 ball, 2 basketball table and vests.

RULES:

Two teams with four elements each; 

The rules are the same of the Korfball; 

The team with the ball has to do passes between them to arrive to the 

opposite basket, and the other team has to stops or to intercept the ball. 

OBJECTIVE:

To obtain one point it has to throw the ball in the basketball table after, or 

the ball touch directly the ground, or a team mate catches the ball. 

If opponents touch the ball after to throw the ball in the basketball table,

it’s not point. 

The game is continuing always, even after to throw the ball in the 

basketball table, the same team can return to do another point. 

The game only stop when it is foul or the ball left out of the field. 

ALTERNATIVES:

Change the number of players from the teams; 

Change the size of the field. 

BASIC SKILLS: 

Cooperation between players; 

Team work; 

Cardiovascular resistance; 

Demarcation of the opponent; 

Release of the opponent; 

Changes of direction; 

Changes of speed. 
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 EXERCISE 2: Game of 5 passes. 

SPACE: It depend the number of players. 

MATERIAL: 1 ball and vests.

RULES:

Two teams with four elements each; 

The rules are the same of the Korfball. 

OBJECTIVE:

To obtain one point the team has to do 5 consecutive passes between 

them.

The objective of the other team is to intercept the ball and to recover the 

ball.

When one team does one point, the ball goes to the other team. 

ALTERNATIVES:

Change the number of players from the teams; 

Change the size of the field. 

BASIC SKILLS: 

Cooperation between players; 

Team work; 

Cardiovascular resistance; 

Demarcation of the opponent; 

Release of the opponent; 

Changes of direction; 

Changes of speed. 

 EXERCISE 3: The rabbits and the hunters. 

SPACE: It depend the number of players. 

MATERIAL: A rope for each player. 

RULES:

All of the players have a rope stucked in the pants like a tail, except one 

of the players. 

Nobody can leave the limits of the field. 
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OBJECTIVE:

The player that doesn't have the tail has to try to remove the tails to the 

other players. 

Who has the tail has to escape. 

The players lose when they are without tail and then they have to leave 

the field. 

The objective of the game is the player without tail to try to catch the 

maximum of tails. 

ALTERNATIVES:

More than one player without tail; 

Change the size of the field. 

BASIC SKILLS: 

Cooperation between players without tail; 

Cardiovascular resistance; 

Changes of direction; 

Changes of speed. 

 EXERCISE 4. 

SPACE: It depend the number of players. 

MATERIAL: Vests. 

RULES:

One player tries to catch the other players. 

Nobody can leave the limits of the field, which does loses.

It has safe places where nobody can be caught. 

OBJECTIVE:

The objective of the game is to try to catch the maximum of players. 

The others players have to escape or find a way to be safe.

ALTERNATIVES:

Put more than one player to catch; 

Change the size of the field. 

Find different safe places; 

Different ways to save who was been caught;

If the players make a gymnastic element they cannot be caught; 
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Change the size of the field. 

BASIC SKILLS: 

Cooperation between players that have to catch; 

Cooperation between players to safe the others; 

Cardiovascular resistance; 

Changes of direction; 

Changes of speed. 

 EXERCISE 5. 

SPACE: All indoor field. 

MATERIAL: One Frisbee for each student. 

RULES / OBJECTIVE: 

Each student, that is stopped, throws the Frisbee and only in the end of

throwing the Frisbee begins to run for catch it before falling in the ground.

BASIC SKILLS: 

Cardiovascular resistance; 

Speed;

Acceleration

Reaction speed

 EXERCISE 6: The ball to the captain. 

SPACE: It depend the number of players. 

MATERIAL: 1 ball and vests. 

RULES:

There are two teams and each team has a player that is the captain; 

The captain is in a restricted area and the other players can walk freely in 

the field but they cannot enter in the area that is the captain. 

The players cannot walk with the in the hand, or to dribble. 

OBJECTIVE:

The objective of the game is the team that it has the ball to do passes 

between them until the ball arriving to the captain. 

When the ball arrives to the captain, the team obtains one point. 
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The other team has to intercept the ball to avoid that the ball arrives to 

the captain of the other team. 

ALTERNATIVES:

Change the number of players from the teams; 

Change the size of the field; 

Put more than one captain. 

BASIC SKILLS: 

Cooperation between players; 

Team work; 

Cardiovascular resistance; 

Demarcation of the opponent; 

Release of the opponent; 

Changes of direction; 

Changes of speed. 

 EXERCISE 7. 

SPACE: It depend the number of players. 

MATERIAL: 1 ball or more. 

RULES:

Several students make a circle and one player is in the middle of that 

circle.

Who is in the circle cannot leave of him, if do it loses.

Who is in the circle has to do passes with the hands between them. 

OBJECTIVE:

The objective of the game is the players that are in the circle make 

passes between them without the players that are in the middle of the 

circle intercept the ball. 

When a player that is in the middle of the circle intercepts the ball, it changes 

with the player that failed pass or that failed the reception.

ALTERNATIVES:

Change the number of players in the middle or the circle;

Change the number of players in the circle; 

Put more than one ball. 
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BASIC SKILLS: 

Cooperation between players in the circle; 

Cooperation between players in the middle of the circle; 

Cardiovascular resistance; 

Demarcation of the opponent; 

Release of the opponent; 

Changes of direction; 

Changes of speed. 

 EXERCISE 8. 

SPACE: It depend the number of players. 

MATERIAL: 1 ball or more and vests. 

RULES:

Two teams. 

The passes are making with the hands.

They cannot make steps with the ball in the hands. 

OBJECTIVE:

The objective of the game is one of the teams to catch the players from 

the other team with a tennis ball. For that they have to do passes

between them to they get throw the ball and reach one of the players of 

the other team, as soon as they reach that player are eliminated. 

ALTERNATIVES:

Change the number of players that have to catch; 

Put more than one ball; 

Change the size of the field. 

BASIC SKILLS: 

Cooperation between players that have to catch; 

Cardiovascular resistance; 

Demarcation of the opponent; 

Release of the opponent; 

Changes of direction; 

Changes of speed. 
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 EXERCISE 9: The Couriers. 

SPACE: Sport Hall 

MATERIAL: Vests and cones. 

RULES:

Several teams (it depends the number of players). 

The first player begins to run and he has to give the turn to the cone and 

return.

When he arrives to yours team gives the hand to the next friend and they

run together. Than they give the turn to the cone again. When the two 

arrive have to give the hand to the next friend and so on, until all team

are together. 

When all team gives the turn to the cone and than arrive at the departure 

place, the first that began to run stay there and the others continue 

together. In the next turn the one that was the second stay there also and 

so on, until the last player makes the last course. 

OBJECTIVE:

The objective of the game is to see who the first team to finish the 

courses is. 

ALTERNATIVES:

Change the number of players of each team; 

Change the distance of the cone. 

BASIC SKILLS: 

Cooperation between players; 

Cardiovascular resistance; 
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 EXERCISE 10. 

SPACE: The area of half field of the basketball field. 

MATERIAL: 1 medicinal ball and several Korfball balls.

RULES:

Two teams. 

Each player has one Korfball ball.

They have to thrown the Korfball ball with the hands in the direction of 

the medicinal ball. 

OBJECTIVE:

The objective of the game is with the Korfball balls to get right in the 

medicinal ball and move it outside of the circle of half field to the side of

the field of the opponent team. 

ALTERNATIVES:

Change the number of players of each team; 

Change the distance between limit line and the medicinal ball. 

BASIC SKILLS: 

Cooperation between players; 

Throw precision. 
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